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Linear Program RoundingIntrodutionThe idea of Linear Programming is based on the following theorem:Theorem 1 The maximum or minimum value of a linear funtion, subjet to a set of linearonstraints, an be obtained in polynomial time.Vertex CoverThe Vertex Cover problem is as follows. Given a graph G(V;E), �nd the smallest set V 0 � Vsuh that all the edges in E are inident on some vertex in V 0. This problem an be formulatedas follows:For every vertex v, x(v) = ( 0 if v 62 V 01 if v 2 V 0minXx(v)s.t. x(v1) + x(v2) � 1 8e = (v1; v2)x(v) 2 f0; 1g 8v 2 V) x(v)(1 � x(v)) = 0 8v 2 VBut the last onstraint is not a linear onstraint. The above set of onstraints and objetivefuntion form an Integer Program problem, whih an not be solved in polynomial time. So1Dept of Comp. Si., Stanford Univ.2Dept of Comp. Si. and Automation, Indian Institute of Siene, Bangalore.
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2 LINEAR PROGRAM ROUNDINGthe last onstraint is relaxed to obtain a Linear Program. The linear relaxation of the lastonstraint results in the new onstraint: 0 � x(v) � 1The above LP an be solved in polynomial time. But the solution obtained for the variables x(v)may be frational, whih doesn't have any signi�ane in the original Vertex Cover problem.An example of the frational solution to the vertex over problem is shown in Figure 1

Figure 1: LP rounding for K3 graphTo obtain an integer solution from the frational solution, rounding or massaging is applied tothe frational solution. The goal of LP rounding is to onvert the optimal LP solution to anapproximate integer solution.The optimal integer solution OPTIP is a feasible solution to the LP) OPTIP � OPTLP) OPTLP = A lower bound for optimal solution to the vertex overGoal of LP roundingFrom the optimal solution OPTLP , the x(v) values are massaged so as to get integral valuesfor all the variables. Let the ost of this solution be CROUND.If CROUND � �OPTLP� �OPTIP) CROUNDOPTIP � �and hene gives an �-approximation to the problem.



Goal of LP rounding 3For the vertex over problem, x(v1) + x(v2) � 1 8e = (v1; v2)) maxfx(v1); x(v2)g � 1=2 8e = (v1; v2)So a rounding sheme is to set ~x(v) = ( 1 if x(v) � 1=20 if x(v) < 1=2 (1)The above equations imply: ~x(v1) + ~x(v2) � 18e = (v1; v2)This implies ~x(v) is a valid solution to the IP.OPTLP = Pv x(v)CROUND = Pv ~x(v)But, ~x(v) � 2 � x(v)) Pv ~x(v) � 2Pv x(v)) CROUND � 2OPTLPTherefore, Vertex Cover has a 2 approximation.The question is whether this bound is tight. It an be shown that there annot be muh betterapproximation ratios than this for vertex over. Consider the ase of K3.OPTIPOPTLP = 23=2 = 4=3This shows that the approximation ratio is � 4/3. The notion of Integrality Gap gives a boundon approximation ratios obtainable by the LP rounding method. Let I denote the set of allproblem instanes. Then Integrality gap � is given by� = maxi2I OPTIP (i)OPTLP (i)It is lear that we annot obtain a better than �-approximation if we ompare the roundedsolution with the LP solution OPTLPTheorem 2 Vertex over has an integrality gap � = 2� 2jV j
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Figure 2: LP rounding for K3For K4 (Figure 2), OPTLP = 4 � 1=2 = 2OPTIP = 3) OPTIPOPTLP = 3=2For Kn, OPTLP = n=2OPTIP = n� 1) OPTIPOPTLP = (n� 1) � 2n = 2� 2nWeighted Vertex CoverThe Integer programming for the weighted vertex over problem isminXv2V w(v) � x(v)x(v1) + x(v2) � 1 8e = (v1; v2)x(v) 2 f0; 1g 8vinVThe previous rounding sheme used in the unit weight vertex over problem gives a 2 approxi-mation for the weighted vertex over problem.The LP Solution for MAX-CUTThe LP rounding method need not give meaningful solutions to many approximation problems.For example, the LP rounding sheme gives a useless solution to the MAX-CUT problem. The



The LP Solution for MAX-CUT 5MAX-CUT problem is to �nd a partition (V1; V2) of verties suh that the number of edgesfrom V1 to V2 is maximized. This problem an be formulated as follows:x(v) = ( 0 if v 2 V11 if v 2 V2y(e) = ( 1 if the edge e rosses the ut0 otherwisemaxXe2E y(e)The relation between the variables x(v) and y(e) is given by the following table, where e =(v1; v2): x(v1) x(v2) y(e)0 0 00 1 11 0 11 1 0This relationship an be expressed by the onstrainty(e) = x(v1)� x(v2)The above is not a linear onstraint. So, it is rephrased as:y(e) = minfx(v1) + x(v2); 2� x(v1))� x(v2)g) y(e) � x(v1) + x(v2)and y(e) � 2� x(v1)� x(v2)x(v) 2 [0; 1℄The OPTLP will be x(v) = 12 8v 2 Vy(e) = 1 8e 2 E) Pe y(e) = jEjThe LP solution had given the omplete edge set in the ut. Any rounding sheme does notget bene�ted from the LP solution as all the variables are set to the same value. Hene thesolution is a useless one.



6 LINEAR PROGRAM ROUNDINGCherno� BoundsCherno� bound gives an upper bound on the probability that a sum of independent randomvariables is above a partiular value.Theorem 3 Let X1;X2; : : : Xn be independent random variables. withXi = ( 1 with probability pi0 with probability 1� piThen, 8� > 0; t > 0 Pr[Pki=1Xi > t℄ � e��tQki=1E[e�Xi ℄= e��tQki=1(pie� + (1� pi))Proof: Pr[ kXi=1Xi > t℄ = Pr[ePki=1Xi > e�t℄Applying Markov's inequality,Pr[Pki=1Xi > t℄ � E[ePki=1 Xi ℄e�t= E[Qki=1 e�Xi ℄e�tSine the random variables represent Bernoulli trials,E[ kYi=1 e�Xi ℄ = e�pi + (1� p+ i)
Corollary 1 Let M =Pki=1 pi. For � > 0, set:� = ln (1 + �)t = E[Pki=1Xi℄(1 + �)= (1 + �)Pki=1 pi= (1 + �)MThen, Pr[Pki=1Xi > (1 + �)M ℄ � � e�(1+�)(1+�)�M� ��e���M



Cherno� Bounds 7Proof: Pr[Pki=1Xi > (1 + �)M ℄ � e� ln (1+�)(1+�)M Qki=1[pieln (1+�) + 1� pi℄= 1(1+�)(1+�)M �Qki=1(pi� + 1)� 1(1+�)(1+�)M �Qki=1 e�pi= 1(1+�)(1+�)M � e�M= � e�(1+�)(1+�) �M


